With the growing number of document sets accessible online, tracking their evolution over time (story tracking) became an increasingly interesting problem. In this paper we propose a story tracking method based on the dynamics of keyword-association graphs. We create a graph representation of the story evolution that we call story graphs, and investigate how graph structure can be used for detecting and discovering new developments in the story. First we investigate the possibly interesting graph properties for development detection. We continue by investigating how graph structure can be linked to the sentences representing developments.
Introduction
In many genres, text collections are not static and change over time, creating a story about the content they discuss. We define stories as corpora of time-indexed textual documents, all relevant to a top-level theme (the whole story, e.g., "Asia Tsunami 2004" or "Enron"). For users (readers), keeping abreast with the changes in large text collections such as news, blogs, or scientific publications is a challenging task. Many services such as RSS feeds aggregators, real-time social media updates, professional news outlets and search engines largely facilitate staying up to date with the current events. Users often follow documents belonging the same story over an extended period of time. We refer to this activity as story tracking.
For example, a user repeatedly searches for news articles reporting on a sport competition (e.g. "Copa America") from the start until the end of the competition. While tracking a story, users are interested in discovering novel developments regarding the subjects, topics, and events described in the story. This contrasts with regular web search: in story tracking users expect to find both relevant and novel information represented in the documents. We refer to this type of information as story developments (developments in short). Such a service will implement a story tracking method. Story tracking methods should capture developments with their output (story representation). A number of research fields employ different types of story representation ranging from natural language summaries (in document summarization [2] ) via sentences (in sentence retrieval [21] ), to temporal text patterns -sets of different abstract representations (e.g. a list of words, a distribution of words over topics) used in temporal text mining (TTM) research [12] .
The question arises whether graphs, and in particular dynamic graphs, can make a difference in this domain: Do graphs as a special form of temporal summarization have properties and/or allow for operations that can help users in the task of story tracking? To answer this question, one first has to better understand the task and how a computational method could support it. The ultimate motivation for this is to build tools that help users by providing understandable overviews of developments, alerting them to potentially interesting new developments, and of course ensuring that the graphs accurately reflect the content. We propose that a computational story tracking method has to solve three sub-tasks, which we will refer to as components. It has to (a) produce human-comprehensible output (understandability), (b) detect the emergence of new developments (detection), and (c) discover the details behind these developments (discovery). In this paper, we focus on formal questions to provide a basis for such user-centered functionalities. We argue that graph-based structures can be used for story tracking, and present a graph-based story tracking method that solves all the important story tracking sub-tasks. First, we create graph-based patterns, and continue by investigating graph evolution and topology for detecting and discovering developments of a story.
In [35] we showed this approach being understandable for humans.
In this paper, we show that graphs are useful for representing the evolution of a document set. To demonstrate our approach we collected five real-life news stories and conducted a case study tracking their evolution.
The major contributions of this paper are: based on a graph-based approach to tracking document-set evolution, described in [35] , we (a) investigate topological properties of the dynamic graph (and the story graphs it generates) as indicators of story evolution (detection), (b) study the discovery of novel sentences using graph structure (discovery), and (c) present an evaluation framework for temporal text mining. The paper is a substantial revision and extension of the ideas presented in [4, 36] .
The paper is structured as follows: After an overview of related work in Section 2, we describe relevant terminology and the method for creating story graphs in Section 4. The paper then continues with the discussion on the detection and discovery components in 5 and 6. Two examples will be used to illustrate key ideas. In Section 7 we present the results of our case study. Section 8 closes with a summary and an outlook.
Related work
Major related areas to the work presented in this paper include story tracking methods, story tracking evaluation frameworks, and graph-based text analysis.
Story tracking. In the past decade, a number of methods for story tracking have been proposed. Text-oriented versions of the story-tracking task have been described in the Document Understanding Conference (DUC) Update Summarization task [2] and in the TREC Novelty Detection Track [33] . The basic task of the Update Summarization is to produce a short textual summary of new developments, which is then evaluated against human-written summaries using text-similarity metrics. In the Novelty Detection Track, the most similar task to story tracking is the Novel Sentence Retrieval Task in which the goal is to retrieve sentences previously judged as "new" by human judges. Various text-summarization methods such as [5, 6] and sentence-retrieval methods such as [21, 37] have been applied to these tasks.
Both the DUC Update Summarization and the TREC Novelty Detection tasks are discovery-oriented, and output story representation in a priori defined formats, namely textual summaries and sentences. In contrast to this, more recent methods have focused on mining for lower-level elements or patterns such as keywords, N-grams/term sequences, or LDA components. We refer to these approaches collectively as temporal text mining (TTM), e.g. [14, 19, 12] . The key notion of TTM is burstinesssudden increases in frequency of text fragments, and all TTM methods aim to model burstiness.
Apart from the three groups of methods mentioned above, topic detection and tracking (TDT) [3] tasks such as New Event Detection or First Story Detection tackle the same problem. These TDT tasks decide whether a new document is reporting on an already existing story/topic or a novel (emerging) one.
TDT-oriented methods use documents or groups of documents as story representation, while in this paper we explore methods that extract the story representation from the documents. Although reading full documents may provide a deeper understanding of the story, interacting with story representations such as for example graphs provides users with a different user experience for story tracking.
Relations between developments have been explored in [22, 30, 31] .
These methods aim to create a chain of developments in a story. In contrast to this, we are more focused on detecting the intensity of developments in a story and summarizing the story over time periods. To focus on this, we regard developments as independent rather than as (causally) chained.
Like other TTM approaches, we propose a new method for extracting temporal patterns from text. In addition, we also investigate what makes a method suitable for story tracking, and how to evaluate this across methods.
Evaluation frameworks. The DUC evaluation framework [2] for update summarization is a combination of human and automatic evaluation.
In this paper we only address the automatic evaluation framework. It has been shown that the automatic evaluation using the ROUGE framework [18] is highly correlated with human evaluation. The ROUGE framework measures the recall of N-grams between the human and machine produced summaries. The most commonly used ROUGE scores are measured on 5 bi-grams (ROU GE.2) and skip-4 bi-grams (ROU GE.SU 4). The TREC Novelty Track [33] which ran from 2002 until 2004, provides an evaluation standard for sentence retrieval. This is a precision/recall oriented framework based the match of retrieved and pre-judged "new" sentences. The main problem of adopting one of these two frameworks for the evaluation of TTM methods is the limited number of documents they use (10 for DUC and 25 for TREC per one topic). TTM methods rely on data mining techniques which require a larger document set for pattern extraction.
Another problem is the difference in patterns that TTM methods extract.
Summaries for DUC, and sentences for TREC methods are standardized outputs which are directly comparable. The diversity of patterns and the absence of standardised tasks and evaluation procedures, such as in DUC or TREC, render it basically impossible to compare their quality for the story tracking task.
In [25] Roy et al. present a semi-automatic detection of emerging topics in a corpus, and compare these topics with an editor-created list of topics. The application of modified LDA in [39] uses time as one of the latent variables for bursty topic detection, and compares them to topics extracted with the standard LDA. The results show that there are differences in the distribution of bursty-patterns over time between these methods. The idea behind this comparison is that more bursty words will have different distributions over topics in different time periods, while the less or non-bursty patterns will have more similar distribution over topics in different periods. To test the accuracy of their measures of burstiness defined on word-topic distribution, Knights et al. [15] create an artificial document set by drawing words from a set of word-topic distributions. In selected periods the words are drawn from a subset of topics making these topics bursty. The authors measure whether their method captures this artificial burst. Wang et al. in [40] test their method by comparing bursts discovered in multilingual corpora on the same topic.
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Most of the TTM evaluation procedures are tailored for evaluating only one method, assessing how well it discovers bursts in evolving corpora. We wish to measure not only whether a burst is discovered, but also how story representation helps in detection and discovery of the developments that created the burst. In sum, therefore, none of the existing methods satisfy our evaluation goal complexity.
Text as graphs. A number of papers looked into representing text using graphs and use its structure for specific tasks. Schenker et al. in [27] describe possible uses of graph analytics methods for analyzing content of Web pages. Inspired by Page Rank, Günes and Radev [6] present the LexRank summarization algorithm. This algorithm, creates a summary by selecting the most salient sentences in a sentence similarity matrix.
A similar approach was followed in [5, 20] . Wong et al. in [42] present a domain-independent way of visualising pairwise associations of words using graph-based representation. Templates of natural language expression of events in news corpora using graph-based representation of text is presented in [38] . Similarly to this, Rusu et al. [26] present a graph-based visual analysis technique based on semantic (grammatical) relationships between words in a document. Lexical graphs [41] are used for many text mining tasks, such as clustering [29] and recommendation [23] . Similar to our work, Heyer at al. in [11] employ graphs based on co-occurrences to track topics over time. However, there graphs are focused on one "topic" word and they track how co-occurrences with this world alone changes.
In contrast of most above mentioned graph-based text mining methods, in this paper we include the time dimension and explore how to use graph-representation of text content along a timeline. 7 
Preliminaries
The developments of a story are conceptual and therefore in many cases elusive, hidden in the text, and hard to express using natural language. To investigate the effectiveness of story graphs in understanding, detecting, and discovering the developments, we need to define a way of representing them (development representation). Depending on the genre of the corpus that a user explores, developments can be expressed in a variety of ways, most common of which are sentences. News reports story developments can be expressed using natural language sentences describing topics, events, and subjects around which the story revolves. An important reason for this is the mainly narrative structure of news reports: developments are described by propositional statements. For example, one development in the story about "famine in Africa" could be represented by a sentence: "The United Nations declared a famine in two regions of southern Somalia on July 20;". In the following, we equate sentences with developments and say that each sentence is a (potential) development.
For other document genres, developments may be harder to express.
For example, in a corpus of scientific publications where topics of focus change over time, representing developments as sentences does not fully capture the semantics behind them. Similarly for blog corpora, where users are interested in discovering novel opinions, stands, and sentiment of other bloggers, sentences do not fully capture the developments.
For evaluating story graphs for all three story tracking components, we wish to control for the effects of developments representation. Our goal is to minimize the possible effects artificial (not natural language) development representation might have on our results. Therefore, in this paper we focus on news articles.
Story representations produced by different story tracking methods often differ from development representation of the story. Should this be the case? Concretely for this work, why should we output graphs when the developments are represented using sentences? There are two reasons to do this; the first is formal, the second user-related. Formally, we expect that the structure of graphs (their topology and evolution as dynamic graphs) may suggest effective mechanisms for detection and discoveryin particular, subgraphs with specific properties may emerge that correspond to story developments. The second, user-related, reason is that story tracking is not only about discovering developments, but also understanding and summarizing the changes in a document set, following how a story evolves over time, and providing hints when new developments occur. Different story representations may provide users with summaries of developments, give them freedom to explore them, facilitate detecting the changes in a document set, and keep a way of linking to the development representations. Therefore, having story representations differ from development representations may improve user experience during story tracking, moving away from "simple" retrieval into a more engaging and intuitive way of story tracking. We approach story tracking as an interactive task in which users interact with the system which enables understanding, detection, and discovery of story developments. The graph-based method we use in this papers takes a corpus of timestamped documents as an input. First, this corpus D is transformed into a sequence-of-terms representation. Subsequently, the content-bearing terms are extracted. We defined content-bearing terms as 100 most fre-quent terms plus 50 most frequent named-entities appearing in the corpus. Next, the corpus is partitioned by publication periods, e.g. calendar weeks. Thus, D is the union of all document sets Dt, with t = 1, . . . , n the time periods.
For each Dt, the frequency of the co-occurrence of all pairs of contentbearing terms bj in documents is calculated as the number of occurrences of both terms in a window of w terms, divided by the number of all documents in Dt. This measure of frequency and therefore relevance is normalised by its counterpart in the whole corpus to yield time relevance as the measure of burstiness: TRt(b1, b2) = f reqt(b1, b2)/f reqD(b1, b2).
Thresholds are applied to avoid singular associations in small sub-corpora and to concentrate on those associations that are most characteristic of the period and most distinctive relative to others: θ1 ∈ N is a lower bound on the total number of co-occurrences, and θ2 ∈ R, usually with θ2 > 1, is a lower bound on the time relevance of a co-occurrence. This gives rise to the story graphs Nt = Vt, Et for time period t. The edges Et of Nt are {(b1, b2)|# co-occ.s of b1, b2 within w terms in doc.s from f reqt(b1, b2) ≥ θ1 and TRt(b1, b2) ≥ θ2}. The nodes Vt of Nt are the terms involved in at least one association in this symmetric graph: {bj|∃b k :
To obtain a view into document evolution over multiple time periods we define an evolution graph EG. At time period t , it is defined as a union of all story graphs Nt where t ≤ t . An evolution graph can be viewed as a dynamic graph, and each story graph as its current graph obtained by restricting it to a selected time period. Algorithm 1 illustrates the story graphs and the evolution graph generation process. Figure 1 illustrates the relations between story graphs and the evolution graph over three time periods (t0 -t2). In the first period both story graph (N0) and the evolution graph (EG) are the same. In the next periods story graphs summarize developments of the periods they belong to, while the evolution graph summarizes the developments starting with the first time period. For example, in t1 evolution graph contains all nodes and edges from t0 plus the newly appeared nodes and edges in t1 (E -F), while the story graph N1 contains only edges that are bursty for the period t1 (edges A − D and A − C are not in the story graph for t1).
Example 1: Figure 2a 
Understandability
A first question to ask of such a method is whether it generates humanunderstandable story representations. To test this (as well as to make the method as a whole accessible to human users for summarizing news), we created the STORIES tool [34] that supports story tracking using the method described in this section. The STORIES tool demo is available at http://ariadne.cs.kuleuven.be/WebStories/viz/fds.html.
Previously, in [35] , we evaluated the understandability component in a series of user studies and automatic procedures. In the first study we presented the participants with a set of story graph visualizations and a set of descriptions of important developments for the same period. Participants' task was to match the edges of the graph to the descriptions.
In total about 80% of the descriptions were matched to the edges of the graph. We also report the results on story search evaluation in which participants were presented with a set of story graphs (with search func-tionality) and a set of YES/NO questions. The task in this study was to explore the documents in a time period using the story graph and to answer the questions. In total participants answered correctly on about 75% of the questions. Additionally, we looked at the coherence of the data sets created by path restriction from story graphs. We compared them to state-of-the art document clustering algorithms. The results show that using story graphs to create structure in a document sets yields a more coherent document grouping.
Detection
When users track a story over time, they are particularly interested to learn when "something has happened". In a first step, they want to be alerted to periods in which a lot has happened (detection), and in a second step, they want to get "the best overview of what it was" (discovery).
In this section, we deal with the first step (in Section 6 we explore the second step). We call periods in which a lot has happened "eventful" and measure this concept via a ground truth that we obtain from external sources. Formally, the ground truth is a set of sentences, and we measure eventfulness by the number of sentences in this set. A story tracking method is good at detection, if the patterns it generates have a measurable and human-detectable property that correlates with the eventfulness. Hypotheses and measures of developments and graphs We investigated the relationships between topological properties and indicators of eventfulness. We measure the local eventfulness (LE) as the number of developments in a time period. Local eventfulness corresponds to discovering developments by observing properties of a single story graph.
We measure the global eventfulness (GE) at time tn as a number of all developments occurring in time periods up to and including tn. The properties are at two levels -local and global. A single story graph has local properties. Local properties can be graph properties and node properties.
An evolution graph has global properties. The idea of this is that changes of an evolution graph can point to new developments.
We investigated the following properties and hypotheses:
Local graph properties related to size: number of nodes and number of edges of a story graph. These properties stand out in the visualization as a "more densely populated" story graph. The hypothesis is that these measures are positively related to LE. For the example in Figure 1 : in period t1 the size of graph is 4 nodes and 2 edges, while in t2 the size is 5 nodes and 5 edges. We investigate whether this difference in size of the graph correlates with the number of developments summarized by these graphs.
Local graph properties related to connectedness: size of the largest connected component (LCC) of the story graph and the average size of connected components (CC) (standing out visually in an obvious way), expected to be positively related to LE.
We also considered the number of connected components. This was because informal inspection of the story graphs indicated that low-LE times were often marked by many small subgraphs, while high-LE times may have more cross-connected "story-lines". In Figure 1 the size of LCC for t0 is 4 and there is only 1 component, while in t1 the size of LCC is 2, and there are 2 components. On the other hand, if connected components mark different events, their number should be positively related to LE.
Local properties of individual story-graph nodes: degree (in the graph layout chosen, leading to "central-looking" nodes), degree centrality (normalized by the maximum possible degree given by the number of nodes -1, which visually requires the user to relate the node to the whole graph), and sum of T R weights (see Section 4.1) of the adjacent edges.
The sum of weights was used in a non-normalized fashion because average weights led to artifacts for small connected components. For each of the measures we take the maximum value from the nodes of a story graphs.
The hypothesis is that the existence of a central, highly and strongly connected node points to developments. Thus we expect that these measures are positively related to LE. Observe the difference between node A in story graphs for periods t1 and t2 in Figure 1 . In period t2 node A has higher degree centrality and appears to be more central than in t1.
This arises from many bursty co-occurrences A is involved in this period.
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that A is put into a spotlight due to its importance in representing the developments of a period.
Global properties: the number of nodes, the number of edges, the size of the largest connected component, the number of connected components and the average size of connected components of the evolution graph.
We expect that the inclusion of new (previously not present) concepts (nodes) and relations between them (edges) is a result of new developments. In Figure 1 observe the difference between the evolution graph in t1 and t2. In t1 there was an addition of 2 nodes and 1 edge, while in t2 there were 4 new nodes and 6 new edges. We suspect that the newly included nodes in the evolution graph are related to the new developments.
Thus, we investigate the correlation of the in size and connectedness of the evolution graph and the total number of developments.
By measuring graph topology of story graphs and the evolution graph we aim to discover which properties can detect the existence of new developments in a story. These properties can be used to alert users of the existence of possible new developments in an observed time period. This can be done, for example, by highlighting certain parts of a story graph.
Discovery
The question whether certain graph properties reflect eventfulness can obviously be asked of a method that outputs dynamic graphs as story representation, but not of methods that generate natural language or keyword representations. In addition, even if we find that a certain graph property signals eventfulness, we do not know whether the corresponding graph highlights "the right" events. To address these two questions we developed a framework for cross-method evaluation of discovery.
As explained in Section 5, we focus on the news domain where developments can be represented using sentences to which we refer as groundtruth sentences. Although many TTM methods generate story representations using different bursty patterns, there is no well-defined approach to linking them with the ground-truth sentences. Our basic assumption is that the format of the patterns suggests -to human users and also to a formal approach -a way of combining them into sentences and that these sentences can then be compared against the ground-truth sentences.
In this section we define a procedure for linking story representation with sentential description of developments in a story. The procedure is based on sentence retrieval using queries generated from story representation. The query generation procedure is defined for three major groups of TTM methods listed in Section 6.2. To evaluate the results from this procedure, we define an evaluation framework.
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Linking to Sentences
To enable the direct comparison of different bursty patterns we developed a procedure for obtaining sentences which these patterns resemble in the best way. We use sentence retrieval methods to obtain the same representation (sentence representation) for different methods. The large number of developed sentences retrieval algorithms and the lack of benchmark method for sentence retrieval (in the TREC framework [33] ) make the decision on using one method challenging. However, a detailed analysis of sentence retrieval presented in [21] used Query-likelihood retrieval method (QL) with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing on a pseudo-document index of sentences as a baseline. Therefore, we consider the QL method to be a sensible choice for our framework. Input for this model is an index of pseudo-documents and a set of queries used for retrieving. Pseudodocuments are created from the sentences of a corpus D, and queries are generated from story representations.
Query generation
For generating the queries used for sentence retrieval, we combine elements of the story representation (story elements) -e.g. an element of keyword list story representation is a single keyword. Each element in story representation has a burst score attached to it. The combination of elements greatly depends on the internal structure of the story representation. We consider two approaches to query generation. The first one (general query generation) is the same for all methods, and uses top maxR story elements from story representation. The second approach (model-specific query generation) takes into account the structure of different story representations. The idea of model-specific query generation to combine the basic bursty pattern elements into more complex queries.
In our previous work [36] we tested the difference between general and model-specific query generation procedures. The results of that analysis showed that in almost all cases model-specific query generation improves upon the results of sentence retrieval. Therefore, in this paper we concentrate on model-specific query generation.
Story graphs query generation. The basic story element of our method is keyword association, while graphs are more complex pattern generated by joining binary associations. Therefore, for model specific query generation we use the graph structure of story graphs. We first extract paths from each story graph up to size maxQ and order them by descending average T R path weight. Then we sort them based on the average edge weight. The final list of queries is obtained by cutting the the sorted path list at position maxR. The query is formulated by joining the node names (with white space between them) starting from the first node in a path.
Query generation for other models. The lack of query generation procedures and a large number of developed TTM methods makes defining query generation a challenging task. It would be virtually impossible to retrospectively define these procedures for each model. Therefore, we propose a grouping the methods based on story representation. We divide TTM tracking methods in three major groups: (a) keyword representation, (b) group representation, and (c) combo representation methods. For story representation, the first group [14, 7, 9, 10, 32] uses a list of bursty N-grams ranked by their burst scores. The second one [7, 39, 19, 28, 13] joins bursty N-grams into groups which point to developments. The last group combines simple patterns into more complex ones; story graphs are an example of this group.
The model-specific query generation of keyword representation methods is based on the combination of bursty keywords. First, we extract the maxR highest ranked story elements from model's story representation. 
Evaluation framework
We first obtain a corpus of news-article documents and development representation ground-truths, all of them time-stamped. We divide the corpus into time periods t = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} of equal length. For every time period, we build an index It out of sentences belonging to the documents from the time period. For each t, we obtain the development representation as a external (not in a corups) set of ground-truth sentences Gt = {g1t, g2t, . . . , gnt}, where n is the index number of ground-truth sentence in period t. Given a set of model-specific generated queries Q we retrieve the top ranked sentence using the QL retrieval method, and create a set of retrieved sentences R.
Metrics. We define the measures of similarity between retrieved and ground-truth sentences using the ROUGE [18] framework.
Ultimately, we want a set of measures which shows to what extent retrieved sentences capture the ground truth, as well as how many sentences are needed to obtain a "good" ground truth match.
Atomic measures. We use the ROUGE framework, which measures the recall of n-grams between the method-generated and the ground-truth sentences. The most commonly used ROUGE scores are measured on bigrams (ROU GE.2) and skip-4 bigrams (ROU GE.SU 4). For every retrieved sentence r tk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) we calculate the ROU GE.2 (s1 tkj ) and ROU GE.SU 4 (s2 tkj ) scores against every ground truth sentence in the same time period -gtj (1 ≤ j ≤ n). This will give us a Cartesian product of Rt and Gt where each element has attached scores. We refer to this set as the scores set Ct = {(r tk , gtj, s1 tkj , s2 tkj )}. To find the best possible match in the set of retrieved sentences we define maxM measure as the maximum score any retrieved sentence in a period t has for the ground truth j. For ROU GE.2 scores maxM is defined as:
With maxM we measure how retrieved sentences match the ground truth sentences. However, since the ground truth sentences do not originate from the same corpus as the retrieved sentences it is hard, if not impossible, to obtain the maximum match of 1. The maximum maxM score a ground truth can obtain varies from one ground truth to the other. So, in order to normalize the maxM score, we introduce maxM R measure.
It shows what percentage of the optimal match with the ground truth is obtained by the retrieved sentences. . We create a set of maximum match scores Ot = {(s tk , gtj, s1 tkj , s2 tkj )} having maximum ROU GE.2
and ROU GE.SU 4 scores between Gt and St, where St = {s1t, s2t, . . . , s ht } is a set of all sentences from a period t. For ROU GE.2 scores it is defined as:
maxM R is a "recall oriented" measure. However, different methods may retrieve different number of sentences, and the ones with a larger retrieved sentence set increase the chance of having a better match. We take this into account and define a new measures -maxM P . For ROU GE.2 scores maxM P is defined as:
The maxM P rewards the methods that produce a good fit with a small number of retrieved sentences (matching the usually small number of ground-truth sentences). In this sense the measures correspond to "top heavy precision-oriented" measures like precision@k.
Analogously with the Equations 1, 2, and 3 we define maxM , maxM R, and maxM P measures for ROU GE.SU 4.
The motivation behind these metrics is to punish those methods which retrieve too many sentences and reward those which retrieve approximately the same number of sentences as the number of ground truth sentences.
Testing procedure. Lacking a baseline method, we turn to the cross evaluation testing procedure, assessing the performance of multiple methods against each other. Given a set of time periods T , a set of methods M , a set of ground truths G, a set of metrics X, and a set of indices I:
for every t ∈ T and for every M• ∈ M , we calculate all measures from the previous paragraphs. This gives rise to, for every metric x ∈ X, |M | sets Fmx = {fm11, . . . , fmtj}, where j is a number of ground truths in a period t. For every x, we then test results of different methods using
Friedman's and Tukey's multiple comparison test to asses the differences between different methods.
Framework illustration
Example 2 (cont.): Figure 3 illustrates an example of the development discovery framework described in this section. Rectangle I shows the editor-selected, ground truth sentences -descriptions of developments in a time period. Rectangle II shows examples of story representation (bursty patterns) extracted from the corpus for the three method groups.
The left-most rectangle shows bursty keyword list generated by [14] keyword representation; the middle rectangle shows 2 bursty topics (in embedded rectangles) generated by [19] -group representation, and the right-most rectangle contains a story graph representation generated by STORIES [35] -combo representation. Based on these story representations we generate the queries shown in rectangle III. Top 5 queries are generated from the bursty patterns in rectangle II following the generation procedure described in 6.2. Using the queries and the QL retrieval method, the "best" sentences for all 3 methods are retrieved from the corpus (shown in rectangle IV). Best sentences are here defined as the ones most similar to the editor-selected sentences in rectangle I. The maxM R and maxM P scores for sentences are shown in the brackets.
Case study
In this section we present a case study that explores story graphs. We focus on the detection and discovery components and report on the results for 5 news stories from different domains.
Corpora and ground truth
Corpora. To demonstrate our approach we needed a large-enough (for pattern extraction) and timestamped document set describing the same (news) story. Many available evaluation corpora only partly satisfy these conditions. Therefore, we decided to collect corpora using Google News 1 and Google News Archive search 2 . In total, we collected 5 stories using queries issued to the search engines as the identifiers of a story. We collected stories following pop singer Britney Spears (D1), the accident in a
Chilean mine in 2010 (D2), the Greek financial crisis (D3), a missing child case (D4), and the British Oil Horizon platform oil spill (D5) 3 . Table 1 gives an overview of sizes and time spans of these corpora 4 . After harvesting the documents we applied the content extraction algorithm described in [24] to remove all auxiliary content such as navigation, related pages, and ads. The rest of the pre-processing was done in the same way as in [35] .
Ground truth. Apart from creating corpora, we also needed to define a ground truth describing the developments in the observed stories. In similar evaluation frameworks ( [2, 33] ) the ground truth was established using several human editors. The Web itself provides us with the documents that contain a similar result to a multi-rater ground truth definition.
We first turned to Wikipedia, and searched for timeline 5 pages about the stories we collected. We consider that the crowd-sourcing strength of
Wikipedia does a good job in emulating a large number of human edi-tors. For D2 6 , D3 7 and D5 8 we were able to find pages containing the annotated timeline of the developments. The Wikipedia page about D4 9 contained only free text, and not a timeline format description of the developments. To extract the timeline from Wikipedia text we employed two human judges. Our previous work [35] contains details about the annotation procedure. For D1 we did not find enough content in Wikipedia, and turned to other sources 10 . The procedure for extracting the ground truth for D1 was the same as for D4.
Detection results
Settings. Before the analysis of the detection component, we generated story and evolution graphs. This included setting a number of parameters to the method described in Section 4.1. Our initial experiments showed that 30 edges is a reasonable number of edges to both represent developments and be "human understandable". Since detection can be automated, and does not necessarily include users, the understandability constraint could be relaxed. Therefore, we used two settings for story graphs, one with a maximum of 30 edges referred to as D
30
• , and the other with no constraint on the number of edges, referred to as D
we set the story graph time span to 5 days, and for the rest of the stories to 1 week. The thresholds θ1 and θ2 were set to 4 and 2 respectively. In total we created 148 story graphs for each edge number setting. For each story, we also created an evolution graph.
Results and discussion. We measured the Pearson correlation between number of developments in a time period, and properties of story and evolution graphs in the same time period.
Local graph properties and LE. Table 2 shows the correlation coefficients between local graph properties and local eventfulness. Detection is somewhat more successful using a restriction on a number of edges (rows 1-5). This is illustrated by a higher number of significant correlations, when compared to the non-restricted story graphs (rows 6-10).
For the story graphs with maximum 30 edges the highest number of significant correlations (4 out 5) is for the number of connected components. Other important local graph properties for the same graphs are the number of nodes and the number of edges. For the non-restricted story graphs there is no property that stands out.
Looking at the individual stories, the number of significant correlations differs in many cases. We found the reason for this in the distribution of developments over time periods. For example, in the most extreme case for D4, where all properties are highly significant, the average number of developments per time period is 2.13, with a standard deviation of 2.98.
For this story there are time periods with no developments followed by time periods with a high number of developments. In such cases it was easier to "capture" the important properties. On the other side, for stories with more uniform development distribution like S5 (average number of developments: 1.12, and st.dev:0.18), it was hard to find differences in the story graphs.
Local node properties and LE. The next analysis we performed investigated the local node properties correlation to local eventfulness.
The results are summarized in Table 3 . Based on our initial user tests, we suspected that centrality of nodes in a story graph points to developments.
However, we were not able to find consistent significant correlations. This leads us to the conclusion that centrality of nodes does not suggest new developments.
Global properties and GE. Finally we analyzed the correlation between evolution graph properties and global eventfulness. The results are shown in Table 4 . We found that the most important property is the addition of new nodes. Both with and without restriction on the number edges the number nodes was significant in 4 out of 5 cases. Important properties are also the number edges (|E|) and size of the largest connected component (|LCC|).
Discussion. We analysed properties of the whole graphs and specific nodes. The most important properties for development detection we discovered are: number of connected components and number of nodes for static graphs and the number of newly added nodes for dynamic graphs.
In contrast with the local properties, for global properties, connected components were not systematically significant. The reason for this is that the increase in graph size does not always lead to an increase in the number of connected components. In this case, the number of connected components does not change over time, while the global eventfulness changes, yielding no correlation. The analysis of global properties showed that tracking the newly used concepts (nodes) evolution graphs can be used to detect new developments.
Discovery results
Settings. The framework for evaluating discovery component (Section 6) described a way of obtaining sentences from story representation.
We used the same settings for story graph generation as for the detection evaluation. Apart from the STORIES method, referred to in this section as M1 (with the same settings as for the detection evaluation), we needed to choose methods for cross-evaluation. The question is how to choose the methods which both represent the groups described in Section 6.2 and are of high quality. We decided to use the methods that received the most attention by the community over the last few years. 11 Namely, for key- 11 By no means we are arguing that the chosen methods are the best among all possible methods, nor trying to diminish the quality of other work.
word representation we chose Kleinberg's burst detection algorithm (M2) [14] and for group representation we used a probability mixture method developed by Mei and Zhai (M3) [19] .
Method M2 [14] discovers bursty words by minimizing their statetransition cost between bursty and non-bursty states. The cost is defined as the increase in proportion of documents relevant to an observed word between two time periods. The method takes a scaling factor as a parameter, which determines the lift in the proportion of relevant documents between two time periods needed for a word to reach the bursty state.
We use the parameter value 2, as set in [14] . In the original paper, the algorithm was applied to scientific publications. The same method was later used to find bursts in blogs [16] and to track quotes in news [17] . We coded the algorithm following the description in the original paper.
An extension of the probabilistic mixture method for topic discovery presented described in [43] was used in [19] . This method, M3, outputs set of bursty topics represented by word distributions. Each of the different distributions points to a subject. The original paper reports on a number of parameters for document-topic, topic-time, and word-topic distributions. We used the same values as reported by the authors. However, the authors report on a threshold value set by empirical testing which is not described in detail in the papers. We were therefore not able to replicate this, and manually set the threshold to 5 developments ("topics"). We coded the algorithm employing a modification of the implementation of [43] in the DRAGON NLP Toolkit 12 .
As discussed in Section 6.2, for each method we generated a set of retrieved sentences using model-specific query generation. We set the query-generation parameter maxQ to 5, and we varied maxR from 5 to We calculated maxM , maxM R, and maxM P for all settings and for both ROU GE.2 and ROU GE.SU 4, and tested them as described in Section 6.3, resulting in a total of 24 tests.
Results. The large number of test settings and methods made it difficult to aggregate the results of the tests, so we created multiple aggregations. With these aggregations we aimed at capturing the following information: (a) which methods are robust to different maxR settings, and (b) whether there is a difference between "precision-like" and "recalllike" performance.
To aggregate the tests of maxM R and maxM P results and summarize the performance of models, we created the matrix shown in Figure 4 .
Each row shows a combination of one method and one corpus; grouped by methods to highlight similarities across corpora. Each row show results for one of the stories starting with D1.
Columns show test settings: the use of only the top maxR patterns or pattern elements for sentence retrieval. "Top" was measured by the respective methods' quality measure (M1: time relevance, M2: burstiness score, M3: probability of being in a bursty topic); maxR is equal to the number of bursty story elements (edges) in M1, the number of bursty keywords in method group M2, and in M3 to keywords with highest probability from each topic.
A cell is black if, according to the Friedman test, this method-setting combination was in the group with the best results of the measure, i.e.
there was no statistically significant difference in results between all the methods with a black cell in one column, but all of these significantly outperformed all of the others (the ones with a white cell in this column).
Further significant differences between these lower-quality methods ex-isted, but are not shown.
The heatmap to the right of the table shows the robustness of the method quality over settings, ranging from low (= only in good group for few settings, light grey) to high (= always in good group, black). Differentiation is measured as: number of blocks−(number of white cells + number of block holes).
The larger number of holes shows that the method is less robustne. Values were then binned into four categories of grey shades. Figure 4a shows that for the "recall-oriented" maxM R measure, the differentiations between methods are low. Story graphs extracted using M1 perform slightly better than the other two methods. However, there is small differentiation (maximum 2 blocks out of 30) leading to the conclusion that for maxM R methods have similar scores. This means that differences between the ground-truth sentences and all sentences retrieved by all methods are low. For example, M1 -M3 were indistinguishable in quality for D1, regardless of number of patterns used. This is shown by each cell (settings @5-30 patterns) being black in the first row. In contrast, M1 and M2 were indistinguishable for @5 and Story D2 (the first cells in row 2 are both black), but significantly better than M3 (whose first cell in row 2 is white). For @10 and D2, M2 and M3 outperform M1.
For settings ≥@15, all three methods were indistinguishable for D2.
On the other hand, when we look at the results of the "precisionoriented" measure maxM P (Figure 4b ), the differentiation between method is higher. As for maxM R, method M1 performs the best. Results for M3 vary most between the two measures. We suspect that the reason for this is the structure of M3 group based story representation. Each group should point to one development. However, the number of groundtruth sentences and the number of groups (topics) was fixed to 5 following the approach in [19] , while on average for all stories we had 2.54 events.
This means that there were fewer developments than groups that describe them, and this reduces precision. As shown in Section 6, obtaining a representation of developments in the news domain is a challenging task. To evaluate our method, we first developed a framework for evaluating temporal text mining algorithms, and then cross-evaluated our method in Section 7.3. The results show that our method performs higher or at the same level as other methods in most tested settings.
To sum up, in this paper we investigated graphs as a possible solution for story tracking. We showed that our graph-based method can be used for detecting new developments and discovering their representation in a corpus.
Limitations. Story tracking is a wide research area, and we focused this paper on a number of issues surrounding it. Most of our goals were oriented towards exploring the news domain, and it could be the case that in other domains some of our assumptions are weaker. The case study pre-sented in this paper is of limited size, and results should be understood as such. Testing more methods with more stories would require a large effort from the community in setting standardized data sets and benchmarks.
We consider that by defining an evaluation framework and conducting a case study, we have made a first step necessary towards this goal. Table 4 : Global graph properties and their Pearson correlation coefficients with global eventfulness (GE). *(**/***) indicates significance at the 10% (5%/1%) level. Framework for discovering developments with the example story Britney Spears. Rectangle I shows the ground-truth editorselected sentences; II shows example story representation for three groups of methods (sub-rectangles mark different groups -topics); III shows top 5 generated queries from the above story representation; and IV shows the best retrieved sentences, with maxM R and maxM P scores in brackets. 
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